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Berenice Verhelst
Greek biblical epic: Nonnus’ Paraphrase and
Eudocia’s Homerocentones
Abstract: The term ‘Greek biblical epic’ is ambiguous because it suggests two con-
cepts that have to be nuanced. It seems to refer to a subgenre of epic, but whether
at all these poems can be considered as a group in terms of genre is doubtful. Alter-
native labels, which are sometimes used, are biblical paraphrase (which widens
the scope to non-hexametric paraphrases) and cento poetry (which points out
the formal relation with cento poetry on other topics, but separates Eudocia from
Nonnus). One may also wonder to which degree the Greek examples of hexametric
poetry with biblical topics indeed deserve the label ‘epic’ if at first sight their epic
character is restricted to their versification and elements of vocabulary and style.
Nonetheless, this chapter prefers the term ‘biblical epic’ over ‘biblical paraphrase’
because of the subtle presence of epic structural elements it aims to show in the
two examples under consideration.
The first part of the chapter focuses on microstructural elements in Nonnus’
Paraphrase, which give his Gospel narrative epic grandeur. Moving from very small
to slightly larger such elements, the chapter presents an analysis of the function
of epithets, the occurrence of semi-formulaic speech introductions, the use of
colourful descriptions of the passing of time, and the presence of a full-blown
ekphrasis of a lamp as the poem’s lengthiest ‘original’ passage (i.e. without direct
equivalent in the Gospel of John).
The second part of the chapter deals with the Homerocentones, which by defi-
nition consist of epic ‘building blocks’, i.e. of lines fromHomer which are reordered
to tell the story of the Old Testament and (mainly) the Gospels. This part of the
chapter, therefore, necessarily focuses on different parameters. It looks at the
overall structure of the Homerocentones (in the so-called ‘first redaction’), at the
epic elements in the proem and at the way the centonist makes use of Homeric
type-scenes (e.g. xenia and banquet) to give shape to similar scenes in the Gospels.
1 Introduction
Biblical epic is anumbrella term for all poetry in a classical epic form, i.e. hexameter
poetry, dealing with topics from the Old or New Testament. Although the elements
of the story are determined by the biblical hypotext, (micro-)structural elements
from the epic ‘hypo-genre’ (beside the meter) are also used to shape this biblical
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content into its new epic form. It is on these elements that I will primarily focus in
this chapter. I will successively discuss two important Greek examples of biblical
epic: Nonnus’ Paraphrase and the Homerocentones.
In comparison with the rich biblical epic tradition in Latin, there is much less
material on the Greek side.¹ Two 5th century church historians (Socrates, Histo-
ria ecclesiastica 3.16 and Sozomenus, Historia ecclesiastica 5.18) tell us about the
genre’s Greek pioneers, whose work has not survived. They claim that a father
and son, both called Apollinarius, reacted to the famous edict (362 AD) of em-
peror Julian (prohibiting Christian school teachers to teach classical literature) by
rewriting and reshaping both the New and the Old Testament to follow the generic
conventions of classical genres of Greek literature: epic (the Pentateuch), tragedy
(other parts of the Old Testament), and Platonic dialogue (the New Testament).²
There is, however, some doubt about the historicity of Socrates’ and Sozomenus’
vague and contradictory accounts. Gregory of Nazianzus, himself a prominent
voice in the contemporary Christian response to Julian’s edict, for instance, never
mentions the Apollinarii and it is unlikely that he would not have known of their
work. This influential man’s own indignant reaction against Julian (Greg. Naz. Or.
4.4.101 and 5.1) partially explains the importance that later Christian authors (like
Socrates and Sozomenus) as well as modern scholars ascribed to Julian’s edict as a
turning point in the history of early Christian literature and as catalyst for the birth
of classicising Christian poetry. Today, the historical impact of Julian’s in fact very
short-lived edict (it was withdrawn in 364 AD under the new emperors Valentian
and Valens) is believed to have been much smaller than we were made to believe
by later Christian propagandists.³
Without these two Apollinarii, there is no Greek 4th century counter-part for
Juvencus (who moreover wrote before Julian’s edict, under the first ‘Christian’
emperor Constantine), but a few examples of shorter (epigrammatic rather than
epic) biblical poetry can be mentioned. The famous Codex Visionum contains –
besides the Visio Dorothei – also eight shorter Christian poems: all of them were
clearly inspired by the Bible with two paraphrasing passages from Genesis and
two others from the Psalms.⁴ Gregory of Nazianzus’ own Dogmatic Poems 12–28
1 See Schubert and Bažil on Latin biblical epic and Vergiliocentones in this volume. General
studies are Roberts (1985) and Green (2006), both with a Latin focus, as well as Agosti (2001b) on
Greek biblical epic.
2 I paraphrase Socrates, Historia ecclesiastica 3.16. According to Sozomenus, Historia ecclesias-
tica 5.18, the distribution of genres is slightly different, but the Pentateuch is rephrased in epic
hexameters in both versions of the Apollinarii story.
3 See esp. Agosti (2001b, 68–71).
4 See Agosti (2001a), Agosti (2001b, 71–2), Agosti (2002), and Miguélez-Cavero (2013).
